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ABSTRACT
By assuming an ideal two-component mixture of (Mg,Fe)SiO3 perovskite (MgPv) and (Mg,Fe)O
magnesiowüstite (Mw), and by using a thermoelastic model for mantle minerals developed previously, we can reproduce the PREM values of density and velocities vP and vS of compressional and
shear waves of the lower mantle within ±0.12%, ±0.28%, and ±0.56% except for the transition
layers at the both boundaries. The molar fractions and atomic fractions of iron for MgPv and Mw
were adjusted to reproduce the PREM values of ρ, vP, and vS above the point of z = 871 km (which is
slightly inside the lower mantle) under constant-entropy condition. This depth avoids the boundary
effect. The adiabatic bulk and shear moduli of the mixture are calculated by the Hashin-Shtrikman
method for MgPv and Mw and then arithmetically averaged. The temperature profile was calculated
assuming that the lower mantle is adiabatic and T(670 km) = 1873 K. The temperature at the top of
D'' becomes 2444 K. Being added the temperature increment of 840 K over D'' (z = 2741–2891 km)
estimated by Stacey and Loper (1983) to our value, the temperature at the core-mantle boundary
(CMB) becomes 3284 K in agreement with T(CMB) of 3300 ± 500 °C by Brown and McQueen. The
molar ratios of Fe/(Mg + Fe) and (Mg + Fe)/Si become 0.12 and 2.10. The calculated thermal
expansivity, α, of the mixture under lower mantle conditions is in agreement with α of the lower
mantle calculated directly from PEM data by Brown and Shankland, and Anderson. For the addition
of 5 mol% of CaSiO3 perovskite to our model, the essential feature of the result is unchanged and the
wt% of SiO2, MgO, FeO, and CaO become 40.7, 44.6, 11.0, and 3.7.

INTRODUCTION
Seismologically, the lower mantle is the largest single region in the Earth’s interior. It occupies the region from 670 km
to 2891 km in depth, z, according to the preliminary reference
Earth model (PREM) (Dziewonski and Anderson 1981). Except for the neighborhoods of the both boundaries, density, ρ,
and the velocities, vP and vS, of compressional and shear waves
increase almost linearly with z. It is thought that the lower
mantle is adiabatic or nearly adiabatic except for the transition
layers at the both boundaries. The non-adiabatic increment of
temperature over the upper transition layer (670–871 km) is
usually expected to be very small (Brown and Shankland 1981),
and the temperature increment (∆T)''D over the lower transition
layer (2741–2891 km), D'', is estimated to be 840 K (Stacey
and Loper 1983). The temperature at the top of the lower mantle
(hereafter referred to as Tf) is thought to be ~1873 K (Akaogi
and Akimoto 1979) and the temperature of the bottom of the
lower mantle is bounded by core thermics. The estimated tem-
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perature at the core-mantle boundary (CMB) is 3300 ± 500 °C
(Brown and McQueen 1986). It is widely accepted that
(Mg,Fe)SiO3 perovskite (MgPv) is the dominant constituent
and (Mg,Fe)O magnesiowüstite (Mw) is the next dominant
constituent in the lower mantle and, in addition to these, small
amounts (3–5 wt%) of CaSiO3 perovskite (CaPv) and Al2O3
are present. Several attempts to explain PREM and the composition of the lower mantle from mantle mineralogy have been
done [see e.g., Jackson (1998)]. Because there may be several
possible combinations of the molar fractions and atomic ironfractions for MgPv and Mw in describing PREM, it is desirable that a model can explain ρ, vP, and vS of PREM together
with the temperature profile of the lower mantle consistently
as a function of z.
Our previous papers (Hama and Suito 1999, 1998a, and
1998b), have shown that our thermoelastic model describes well
thermal properties of MgPv, Mw, and CaPv under high pressure and high temperature. This paper shows that PREM values of ρ, vP, and vS of the lower mantle can be explained well
from the mixture of MgPv and Mw under lower mantle conditions and that the resulting temperature profile is in good connection with the core thermics. We also discuss the effect of a
small addition of CaPv to our model.

